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 Universe. The artefacts of the Old West and of the Space Age. 1.1. Art and Culture of the Old West (1860-1920) 1.1.1. "Closed Universe" concepts and legacy of the French Directory 1.1.2. Legacy of the American Old West in popular culture 1.2. Legacy of the Space Age in Popular Culture 1.3. Legacy of the Space Age in Art and Literature 1.4. Legacy of the Space Age in Film and Television
1.4.1. "Asteroids" of the Western 1.4.2. "Gold from Space" 1.4.3. A brief history of "Space Rangers" in the formative years of the Space Age 1.4.4. "The Legend of Loto" 1.5. Critical Highlights 1.5.1. Docufiction and Anti-Militarism in Docufiction "Legends of the Old West" is a docufiction written by James L. Gould, D.D.S., and published by Universe Books in 1981. It is the second in the

'Legends of the Old West' series, which has included: "Universe" (1978), "Destiny" (1979), "Space" (1980), "War" (1980), and "Nation" (1982). The "Legends of the Old West" series presents a chronological historical account of the development of the human species as a species from the Paleolithic era through to the future. The content of this book is primarily composed of excerpts from various
literature sources. The author (James L. Gould, D.D.S.) places particular emphasis on science fiction and on the "end" of the Space Age. "Legends of the Old West" was originally produced as a full-length theatrical play by Joseph Marks. The play ran in the summer of 1981 in the Pasadena Playhouse, Pasadena, California, and in 1982, it was produced by the American Humanist Theatre as a touring

production in several parts of the United States and Canada. "Legends of the Old West" begins in pre-historic times, covering the earliest eras of human history, and then continues through to the early Space Age and up to the present time. The major part of the book consists of historical narrative, and only about two-thirds of the book is composed of original content. The historical narrative is
composed in first-person narrative mode. The remainder 82157476af
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